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Thank you for nice introductionThank you to audience for inviting me to speak with you. I am really excited to be here for two main reasons:I am from here! My family is here so it is always a delight to come back to talk about NASAGrowing up, we were fortunate to have city, county, state and federal resourcesMost of my life here, we lived in the Jasper Parrish Projects, we had no car and relied on public transportation, I attended public schools and graduated from Riverside HS, I went to SUNY at Buffalo on a Nursing Scholarship and with a Pell grant.My Dad was here until 2019  - help from the HEAP program helped him heat his house in winter. I remember visiting when he needed help with a particular issue. I don’t remember the issue, but I do remember he wanted me to call the County Legislative office about it.So I am really glad to be before you because I know first-hand how impactful you all are.Second, I love working at NASA!NASA is consistently ranked as the best place to work in the federal governmentI started at NASA as a computer engineer writing a program to simulate satellite data. I spent about 10 years working on earth observing missions that Dr. Seeger spoke with you about last year.For the last 15 years, I have been working on the best NASA project! The JWST. The templates are accessible with existing content, but make sure that your final presentation still meets accessibility standards once you add your own content and images. For general PowerPoint Accessibility Guidelines: https://webaim.org/techniques/powerpoint/__________________________ NASA, ESA, Northrop Grummanhttps://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2017/28/4051-ImageRevised: November 30, 2021
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How Webb 
Came to Be
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Webb is already giving us amazing images of our universe.Let’s briefly explore The history of WebbWebb’s Science GoalsAll about the TelescopeFirst Observations__________________________ Image Credit: NASA, ESA and G. Bacon (STScI)https://hubblesite.org/contents/media/images/2006/06/1857-Image.html �



Launching Telescopes 
into Space
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2003–2020
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1999–Present
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Light Observed:
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There are many ground-based observatories; however, we knowEarth’s atmosphere filters out some of the light from what does reach EarthThe atmosphere blurs some of the light that reaches Earth Starting in the 1990s, NASA launched a series of space-based observatories to study different wavelengths of light:  The Hubble Space Telescope, which launched in 1990 and still operates today and observes in visible and infrared light The Chandra X-ray Observatory, which launched in 1999 and still operates todayThe Spitzer Space Telescope, observes in infrared light and operated from 2003 to 2020  BS: When HST launched in 1990, no exoplanets were known to exist, dark energy had not yet been discovered, and the cosmic horizon was a lot closer than it is today.BS: JWST two orders of magnitude more sensitive than Spitzer with almost an order of magnitude improved spatial resolution__________________________ Image Credit: NASA, ESA, and J. Kang (STScI) 



Expanding Our 
View of the 
Universe

Crab Nebula Zeta Ophiuchi

Ring Nebula Antennae Galaxies
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With each additional space telescope, we continue to learn an incredible amount about the universe. Telescopes observe different types of light, offering unique perspectives of objects in space. When observers around the world first reported seeing the Crab Nebula, at top left, in 1054 A.D., they described it as a new star. Chandra gave us a new view into the heart of the nebula that left behind a supernova explosion, revealing new details about the area around the central pulsar. Chandra’s observations in X-rays have allowed us to trace the movements of the particles in its bright ring for more than 20 years. Zeta Ophiuchi is a bright star obscured by dust in most observations. Spitzer’s observation in infrared light allowed us to see through that dust to learn that the star is sending out powerful winds that are making ripples in the dust, creating a bow shock, like a boat does when it travels through water. Hubble has revealed the finer details of the Ring Nebula—the gaseous layers cast off by a dying star. Thousands of comet-like filaments likely formed when hot stellar winds and radiation plowed into colder shells of gas and dust. Multiple telescopes showed us the Antennae galaxies—and all that is happening as two galaxies collide. In this image alone, we can trace the lifecycle of massive stars, from formation in gas clouds to afterlife as compact X-ray sources. (Chandra data are blue, Hubble data are gold and brown, and Spitzer data are red.). Great example of composite image__________________________ Resources: Multi-wavelength look at the Crab Nebula in a ViewSpace interactive: https://viewspace.org/interactives/unveiling_invisible_universe/star_death/crab_nebula  Multi-wavelength look at the Helix Nebula in a ViewSpace interactive: https://viewspace.org/interactives/unveiling_invisible_universe/star_death/helix_nebula  Multi-wavelength look at the Antennae galaxies in a ViewSpace interactive:https://viewspace.org/interactives/unveiling_invisible_universe/interacting_galaxies/the_antennae  Image Credits:  Chandra’s X-ray view of the Crab Nebula: NASA/CXC/SAOhttps://chandra.harvard.edu/photo/2018/crab/ Spitzer’s infrared light view of Zeta Ophiuchi: NASA/JPL-Caltechhttps://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/image/sig12-014-massive-star-makes-waves Hubble’s visible light view of the Ring Nebula: NASA, ESA, and the Hubble Heritage (STScI/AURA)-ESA/Hubble Collaborationhttps://hubblesite.org/contents/media/images/2013/13/3170-Image.html Multiwavelength view of the Antennae galaxies: NASA, ESA, SAO, CXC, JPL-Caltech, and STScI; J. DePasquale (Harvard-Smithsonian CfA), and B. Whitmore (STScI)https://hubblesite.org/contents/media/images/2010/25/2755-Image.html



Staring Deeper 
into Space

Hubble Ultra Deep Field, 2014
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These objects that are closer to Earth, but we want to learn about those that are very far away. What do the earliest galaxies in the universe look like? One view stands out among the rest:  In 1995, the first Hubble Deep Field was captured when researchers pointed the telescope at a single, nearly empty patch of the sky for more than 10 days. The Hubble Deep Field led to a series of deep fields by Hubble and other observatories, including Chandra, in the decades since. On screen, we have the Hubble Ultra Deep Field, taken in 2014. This image combines data from many observations of that same patch of sky, equivalent to 25 days (or 600 hours) of observing time.This image contains approximately 10,000 galaxies that extend back in time to within a few hundred million years of the big bang. When we look out at space, we are looking back in time. The light arriving at Earth from the farthest objects in the universe is light that left those objects billions of years ago. We see those objects not as they are today, but as they appeared long ago. For example, it takes 8 minutes 20 seconds for the light of the sun to reach the earth so when we look at the sun, we see it as it was 8 minutes, 20 seconds ago We want to see even more of that light—to see the first galaxies. But that requires gathering infrared light—and a new, great observatory: NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope._________________________ Resources: Article, “Hubble Deep Fields”: https://hubblesite.org/contents/articles/hubble-deep-fields  Hubble Ultra Deep Field explainer video, “Looking out into Space, Looking Back into Time”:https://hubblesite.org/contents/media/videos/1310-Video  Hubble Ultra Deep Field 2014 news release: https://hubblesite.org/contents/media/images/2014/27/3380-Image.html?news=true  Chandra Deep Field-South 2017 news release: https://chandra.harvard.edu/photo/2017/cdfs/  Hubble Extreme Deep Field “fly through” video without narration: https://hubblesite.org/contents/media/videos/22-Video  Video: “Galaxies Through Time”: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/2020/49/1290-Video Image Credit: NASA, ESA, H. Teplitz and M. Rafelski (IPAC/Caltech), A. Koekemoer (STScI), R. Windhorst (Arizona State University), and Z. Levay (STScI)https://hubblesite.org/contents/media/images/2014/27/3380-Image.html



Webb’s 
Science
Goals
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Webb has 4 main science themes or goals:Exploring the early universeGalaxies over timeStar Lifecycle: from birth to deathOther worlds__________________________ Image Credits:  Early Universe: GOODS-S/ERS2 FieldCredit: NASA, ESA, Rogier Windhorst (ASU), S. Cohen (ASU), M. Mechtley (ASU), M. Rutkowski (ASU), Robert O'Connell (UVA), P. McCarthy (OCIW), N. Hathi (UC Riverside), R. Ryan (UC Davis), Haojing Yan (OSU), Anton M. Koekemoer (STScI) https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2021/004/01EX2AXKF1EKA0J7K1965PCNBC Galaxies over Time: Stephan’s QuintetCredit: NASA, ESA, and the Hubble SM4 ERO Teamhttps://hubblesite.org/contents/media/images/2009/25/2606-Image.html  Star Lifecycle: Carina NebulaCredit: Hubble Image: NASA, ESA, N. Smith (University of California, Berkeley), and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA); CTIO Image: N. Smith (University of California, Berkeley) and NOAO/AURA/NSFhttps://hubblesite.org/contents/media/images/2007/16/2099-Image.html Other Worlds: Illustration of a planet in a dusty debris diskCredit: NASA, ESA, and L. Calcada (ESO for STScI)https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/4193-ImageWhat was the universe like shortly after the big bang? What are the characteristics of galaxies as the universe aged over billions of years? What more will we learn about how stars form, live, and die? Since Webb can see through dust—what will it reveal about forming planets and other distant worlds? These are only a few of the questions Webb will help answer. Webb will contribute to all areas of astronomy—and its most exciting discoveries may be the ones that we didn’t anticipate! The science that will be done using the Webb telescope will bring us closer to NASA’s overarching science goals of discovering secrets of the universe and searching for life beyond Earth.__________________________ Resources:  Webb’s science: https://webbtelescope.org/webb-science Image Credit: NASA, CXC, SSC, NOAO, DSS



Exploring the Early Universe

Beginning of reionization

Present day

Stars begin forming, 
heating gas

Stars assemble into 
galaxies

Galaxies become 
more massive

Clear universe, end 
of reionization
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Let’s start with the early universe. Webb can peer deep into space—capturing some of the first galaxies that formed as the universe cooled down after the big bang over 13.5 billion years ago.soup of neutral hydrogen becoming galaxies surrounded by ionized hydrogenDuring this period, known as the Era of Reionization, the universe was a very different place. The gas between galaxies was largely opaque to energetic light (shown in the top left image), which makes it difficult to observe young galaxies.  What allowed the universe to become completely ionized, or transparent, eventually leading to the “clear” conditions detected in much of the universe today? (Seen in bottom right image.) When did it begin and how long did this process take? Webb’s infrared observations will help us create the first detailed snapshot of galaxies in the early universe and provide much more information than ever possible before. These new data will allow researchers to analyze individual objects to understand how the surrounding gas changed from neutral to ionized, creating the transparent universe we see today. How can Webb capture light from the early universe? Webb’s infrared observations will help us create the first detailed snapshot of galaxies in the early universe and provide much more information than ever possible before. These new data will allow researchers to analyze individual objects to understand how the surrounding gas changed from neutral to ionized, creating the transparent universe we see today.__________________________ Resources: Infographic (click files under “Download Options” at left for the complete infographic): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2020/37/4697-Image  Article, “How Can Webb Study the Early Universe?”:https://webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/articles/pagecontent/filter-articles/how-can-webb-study-the-early-universe  Image Credit: NASA, ESA, and J. Kang (STScI)https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2020/37/4697-Image 



Galaxies
Over Time
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Researchers will examine individual galaxies in Webb’s images and data. They will pinpoint how old each one is—leading to Webb’s next science specialty: studying galaxies over time. By viewing the universe at different distances and eras, we have evidence that galaxies change over time—they grow, collide, and merge with each other. The most distant, earliest galaxies we have seen tend to be smaller and less structured than those in the nearby universe. However, the earliest galaxies in the universe are still undetected. This is because the universe is expanding, and as space itself stretches, so does the wavelength of the light from the first galaxies—into infrared light. Webb will examine these early galaxies and eras that followed in new detail, providing essential insight and helping us learn more about how galaxies evolve. What’s great about this is that Webb’s observations will be added to Hubble’s—so we’ll learn even more about dust, stars, and galaxies over cosmic time. Webb will also help us learn more about the history of the mergers and growth of galaxies, black holes, and the history of star formation.Webb’s unprecedented infrared sensitivity will help astronomers to compare the earliest, faintest galaxies to today’s grand spirals and elipticals, helping us understand how galaxies assemble over billions of years.__________________________ Resources: “Galaxies Through Time” video: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/2020/49/1290-Video  Article, “Galaxies Over Time”: https://webbtelescope.org/webb-science/galaxies-over-time  Video Still Credit: Frank Summers (STScI), Alyssa Pagan (STScI), Leah Hustak (STScI), Greg T. Bacon (STScI), Zolt G. Levay (STScI), Lisa Frattare (STScI)Image pulled from 4:50 mark: https://hubblesite.org/contents/media/videos/1310-Video 



Star Lifecycle: 

How Stars 
Form, Live, 
and Die

Visible Light Infrared light
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The 3rd science goal for Webb is to study the lifecycle of stars; how they form, live, and die.  These are two views of the same object. It’s an area of star formation in the Carina Nebula, nicknamed Mystic Mountain. Visible light shows how scorching radiation and fast winds from super-hot new stars are shaping and compressing the pillar, causing new stars to form. But more forming stars remain unseen in its dusty, towering peaks. Near-infrared light reveals the stars behind the gaseous, dusty veil of the nebula. The foreground pillar becomes semi-transparent because infrared light from background stars penetrates through much of the dust. A few stars inside the pillar also become visible. Working in near and mid-infrared, Webb’s view will show us even more details of star-forming regions. Webb will be able to see right through and into massive clouds of dust that are opaque to visible light observatories like Hubble, where stars and planetary systems are being born__________________________ Resources:  Article, “The Star Lifecycle”: https://webbtelescope.org/webb-science/the-star-lifecycle  Hubble Image Credit: NASA, ESA, and M. Livio and the Hubble 20th Anniversary Team (STScI)https://hubblesite.org/contents/media/images/2010/13/2715-Image.html



Examining Our 
Solar System’s 
Planets

Gemini North Infrared View of Jupiter
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Webb’s 4th science goal is to explore planets in our own solar system—and worlds that are light-years away. Webb can gather data about Mars, Jupiter, which is shown above in near-infrared light, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and more distant Kuiper Belt objects to help us build a broader picture of the objects in our solar system. Webb will help us better understand Mars’ atmosphere; map the cloud structures on Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune; study the seasonal weather and climate on the giant gas planets and their moons; and study the composition of asteroids and Kuiper belt objects. The image shown is Jupiter in near-infrared light from the Gemini ground-based telescope in Hilo, Hawaii.If you have been following Webb images, you will know that we have an image of Jupiter from Webb which is later in this presentationBut we know from other missions that there are many more planets out there.  We know from other missions that there are many more planets out there. Webb will also study other planets in our Milky Way galaxy, extending the scientific discoveries of other NASA missions. __________________________ Resources: Article, “How Will Webb Study our Solar System?”: https://webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/articles/pagecontent/filter-articles/how-will-webb-study-our-solar-system  Article, “How Will Webb Study Exoplanets?”: https://webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/articles/pagecontent/filter-articles/how-will-webb-study-exoplanets  Article, “Other Worlds”: https://webbtelescope.org/webb-science/other-worlds  Video, “Reading the Rainbow: Planets” https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/01F9KWWJVJC8PZBNGGED35HSQT  Image Credit: International Gemini Observatory/NOIRLab/NSF/AURA, M.H. Wong (UC Berkeley) et al.; M. ZamaniGemini North Infrared View of Jupiter



All About the 
Telescope
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Webb’s engineering is driven by the science goals.So let’s talk a little about the telescope itself.Where will Webb orbit? Why does it have a hot and a cold side? Why is it an ambitious piece of engineering? Let’s explore these questions—and more—including what we’ll learn from Webb’s images and data.__________________________ Illustration Credit: NASA, ESA, Northrop Grummanhttps://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2017/28/4051-Image



Webb Is an International Collaboration
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Webb has been an international collaboration since the beginning. In addition to the United States, 14 countries are involved in building the Webb telescope: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom and additional member states from the European Space Agency (ESA).  More than 120 American, European, and Canadian universities, organizations, and companies in 14 countries and over 29 U.S. states contribute to Webb. NASA is the lead partner on the project, working in collaboration with ESA and the Canadian Space Agency (CSA). As the lead agency, NASA has overall responsibility for the Webb mission.  The Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) conducts the science and mission operations from its Baltimore, Maryland, headquarters. As the lead agency, NASA has overall responsibility for the Webb mission.  More than 1,200 engineers, scientists and techniciansWebb is not just a mission of technology, it is a mission of people Resources:  Details about the international partnership: https://webbtelescope.org/other-webb-sites  Image Credit: NASAhttps://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/webb/team/index.html



Early
Telescope
Designs
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Planning for Webb began in 1989. For context, Hubble was launched in 1990. New concepts and designs for Webb, like the one shown here, were developed in the 1990s. Webb was originally called the Next Generation Space Telescope and was renamed the James Webb Space Telescope in 2002.  With our experience in designing and launching other telescopes, scientists and engineers had a lot of information to build on when designing Webb. Construction began on its instruments in 2002.  Our ambitious science goals meant that new technologies were required—along with a battery of tests at every stage of development. Scientists and engineers took time to ensure each instrument operates as planned.__________________________ Resources: Interactive timeline, including the 1989 workshop with a link to the report: https://www.stsci.edu/who-we-are/our-history/stsci-timeline#h4-c2850d9a-8588-4e65-b039-4a1b6e28fa53  Webb mission timeline: https://webbtelescope.org/webb-science/the-observatory/mission-timeline   Illustration Credit: NASAhttps://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01F51ANETW751XVDXGEK5KSV3G



Webb Is a 
Feat of 
Engineering
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Several innovative and powerful new technologies make Webb’s ambitious science goals possible. Examples include specialized optics to align the mirrors, detectors that can capture and separate light from hundreds of sources at once, and thermal control systems including a tennis court sized sunshieldThese technologies make Webb the most sophisticated and complex space science telescope ever created. Webb is a collection of movable parts that have been designed to fold into a compact formation that is considerably smaller than when the observatory is fully deployed. This allows it to just barely fit in a 5-meter (16-foot) rocket payload fairing. So, Webb’s mirror and sunshield need to fold, origami style, to fit in the fairing. And then deploy in space. Let’s look closer at its mirrors.__________________________ Resources: Animation: “Folding the Webb Telescope to Fit Inside Ariane 5 Rocket Fairing”: https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/13551 Video showing the final folding of the telescope before launch: https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/13923 Link to articles about Webb innovations: https://www.jwst.nasa.gov/content/about/innovations/index.html Webb Science Writer’s Guide Instrument Overview: https://webbtelescope.org/news/webb-science-writers-guide/telescope-overview Image Credits:  Left: NASA/Chris Gunnhttps://www.flickr.com/photos/nasawebbtelescope/51391443339/  Top right: Northrop Grummanhttps://www.flickr.com/photos/nasawebbtelescope/49035200206/  Bottom right: NASA/Chris Gunnhttps://www.flickr.com/photos/nasawebbtelescope/50732853538/



A ‘Honeycomb’ of Mirrors

PRIMARY MIRROR PRIMARY MIRROR
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Webb has a 6.6-meter (21.7-foot) diameter primary mirror. For comparison, Hubble's mirror is 2.4 meters (7.8 feet) in diameter.  Webb has to have a bigger mirror to capture high-resolution, Hubble-like details in infrared light. Collect more light, need a bigger “bucket” Its mirror also needs to be stable at very cold temperatures—40 K (roughly –390°F, –235°C), which is why it is made of beryllium, which is six times stronger than steel and two-thirds the density of aluminum.  Each segment is coated in a very thin layer of gold—about 1,000 atoms thick! Gold was selected because it is the best reflector of infrared light. The segments are hexagon in shape so they can be adjusted to align to form a circular shape and give a single, perfect focus. Each mirror segment has several actuators, or tiny mechanical motors attached to the back, allowing operators to move each separately as we went through the alignment process.  While some of the largest ground-based telescopes on Earth use segmented primary mirrors, Webb is the first telescope in space to use such a design. The 21-foot, 4-inch (6.5-meter) primary mirror – much too big to fit inside a rocket fairing – is made up of 18 hexagonal, beryllium mirror segments. It had to be folded up for launch and then unfolded in space before each mirror was adjusted – to within nanometers – to form a single mirror surface. SPIN OFF- specialized eye mapping for laser surgery Resources: Webb’s mirrors: https://webbtelescope.org/news/webb-science-writers-guide/telescope-overview  Hubble’s mirrors: https://hubblesite.org/mission-and-telescope/the-telescope  Article about aligning Webb’s mirrors: https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2017/aligning-the-primary-mirror-segments-of-nasa-s-james-webb-space-telescope-with-light  Video comparing Webb and Hubble’s mirrors: https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/13521 Video of the alignment of Webb’s primary mirror segments: https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/12895 Similar illustration: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/4181-Image Illustration Credit: NASA, ESA, and J. Kang (STScI)



Webb’s Five Layer Sunshield
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The Sunshield is the largest part of the observatory—it is five layers of a very thin membrane stacked in a precise arrangement with a kite-like shape. Fully deployed, the Sunshield is about the length of a tennis court. 21 m × 14 m (69 ft × 46 ft),The sunshield is made of a lightweight material with special thermal properties, called Kapton, which is also specially coated.Each successive layer of the sunshield is cooler than the one below. The layers are slightly different sizes and different shapes. The heat radiates out from between the layers, and the vacuum between the layers is a very good insulator.  The Sunshield separates the observatory into a warm sun-facing side and a cold side where the sunshine is blocked from interfering with the sensitive infrared instruments. The infrared instruments need to be kept very cold (under 50 K or -370 degrees F) to operate.  The Sunshield protects these sensitive instruments with an effective sun protection factor or SPF of 1,000,000 (suntan lotion generally has an SPF of 8-50). In addition to providing a cold environment, the Sunshield provides a thermally stable environment. This stability is essential to maintaining proper alignment of the primary mirror segments as the telescope changes its orientation to the sun.



Webb’s Science Instruments
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Webb’s 4 instruments are like a Swiss army knife of more specialized components, with multiple ways of observing. Webb’s four science instruments are sensitive to a range of infrared light. All four can be used for investigations of the wide variety of objects that make up the universe, including planets, stars, nebulae, and galaxies. The Near-Infrared Spectrograph, or NIRSpec, is one of Webb’s versatile tools for near-infrared spectroscopy, which spreads out light into its component wavelengths like a rainbow. This instrument has the first multi-object spectrograph in space, known as a microshutter array. It can capture individual spectra of dozens of objects at once, making it ideal for efficiently studying many distant, faint galaxies. The  Near-Infrared Imager and Slitless Spectrograph is combined with its Fine Guidance Sensor (NIRISS/FGS). NIRISS also gathers spectra—and photographs the universe at near-infrared wavelengths. It can study the composition of exoplanets’ atmospheres, observe distant galaxies, and examine bright objects that are very close together. FGS allows Webb to point precisely, so that it can obtain high-quality images. The Near-Infrared Camera, or NIRCam, Webb’s primary imager or camera. It delivers high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy for a wide variety of investigations. It can detect light from the earliest stars and galaxies that are in the process of formation, stars in nearby galaxies, young stars in the Milky Way, and objects from a distant region of our solar system called the Kuiper Belt. It also can track the motion of exoplanets as they orbit their star.  The Mid-Infrared Instrument, or MIRI, is another powerhouse. It can take images and gather spectra—covering longer and redder infrared wavelengths of light. As the only mid-infrared instrument, astronomers rely on MIRI to study cooler objects like debris disks around stars, which emit most of their light in the mid-infrared, and extremely distant galaxies whose light has been stretched into the mid-infrared over time.Two technologies: observing in infrared light and collecting spectra so I want to spend a quick minute on theseWebb’s four science instruments are sensitive to a range of infrared light. Each of Webb’s four instruments is like a Swiss army knife of more specialized components, with multiple ways of observing.  Although some instruments are more suitable than others for observing specific types of targets, all four can be used for investigations of the wide variety of objects that make up the universe, including planets, stars, nebulas, and galaxies.The Near-Infrared Spectrograph, or NIRSpec, is one of Webb’s versatile tools for near-infrared spectroscopy, which spreads out light into its component wavelengths like a rainbow. This instrument has the first multi-object spectrograph in space, known as a microshutter array. It can capture individual spectra of dozens of objects at once, making it ideal for efficiently studying many distant, faint galaxies. Next up is the Near-Infrared Imager and Slitless Spectrograph (NIRISS). It will also gather spectra—and photograph the universe at near-infrared wavelengths. It can study the composition of exoplanets’ atmospheres, observe distant galaxies, and examine bright objects that are very close together. The Near-Infrared Camera, or NIRCam, is Webb’s primary imager or camera. It delivers high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy for a wide variety of investigations. It will detect light from the earliest stars and galaxies in the process of formation, stars in nearby galaxies, young stars in the Milky Way, and objects from a distant region of our solar system called the Kuiper Belt. It also can track the motion of exoplanets as they orbit their star. The Mid-Infrared Instrument, or MIRI, is another powerhouse. It can take images and gather spectra—and it covers longer and redder infrared wavelengths of light. As the only mid-infrared instrument, astronomers rely on MIRI to study cooler objects like debris disks around stars, which emit most of their light in the mid-infrared, and extremely distant galaxies whose light has been shifted into the mid-infrared over time.__________________________ NIRISS note: Webb’s Near-Infrared Imager and Slitless Spectrograph is combined with its Fine Guidance Sensor (NIRISS/FGS). The Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS) allows Webb to point precisely, so that it can obtain high-quality images. Spectrum definition: A spectrum spreads out light. By looking at the resulting patterns in brightness, we can learn about the composition, surface temperature, density, and movement of objects in space. Resources: Webb’s scientific instruments overview: https://webbtelescope.org/news/webb-science-writers-guide/webbs-scientific-instruments  Eclipse/coronagraph animation: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/2019/29/1210-Video  Illustration Credit: NASA, ESA, and J. Kang (STScI) Similar image: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/4207-Image



Why observe infrared?



1) To see through opaque clouds of dust



2) To see cool objects

Southern Ring Planetary Nebula, NIRCam left, MIRI right, revealing progenitor and its companion



3) Because space expands…



4) … light leaves as blue but arrives as red



What is a spectrum?

GAMMA-RAY X-RAY         UV                                                         INFRARED                                     MICROWAVE                                        RADIO

Illustration Credit: NASA and A. James (STScI)
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Spectrographs are instruments that spread light out so that the brightness of individual wavelengths can be measured. The result is known as a spectrum. By looking at the resulting patterns in brightness, we can learn about the composition, surface temperature, density, and movement of objects in space like planets, stars, nebulas, and galaxies.  Webb has different types of spectrographs, each designed for a slightly different purpose.  Plus, Webb is the first telescope to have a multi-object spectrograph in space, which means we can get separate information about many objects, like individual stars, with one observation.  __________________________ Spectrum definition: A spectrum spreads out light. By looking at the resulting patterns in brightness, we can learn about the composition, surface temperature, density, and movement of objects in space.  Illustration Credit: NASA, ESA, Andi James (STScI)https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01FA0SYF73JT3N8DW5H664GD6P



Decoding Planets’ Atmospheres

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Spectra typically appear as graphs.This is a transmission spectrum of Earth’s atmosphere. Before I go too far—I want to state that Webb will not observe the Earth. This is an example to show the data—known as spectra—Webb produces when studying distant planets. This transmission spectrum shows wavelengths of sunlight that molecules like oxygen, water, carbon dioxide, and methane absorb. These molecules have characteristic patterns of wavelengths. Spectroscopy helps researchers identify the colors, temperatures, motions, and masses of celestial objects—helping us learn a lot more about these distant worlds Measuring a planet’s atmosphere from hundreds or thousands of light-years away is not as daunting as it may sound, though it certainly requires specialized instruments and rigorous techniques. One method Webb will use is known as transmission spectroscopy.  Webb will observe the star’s spectrum and then the exoplanet as it passes in front of the star. Scientists will subtract the star’s light in the spectrum to see which molecules the planet’s atmosphere absorbed—which appear as dips in the spectrum. Webb’s data will also be transformed into models or “maps” of exoplanets to provide more information about exoplanets at each stage of their orbit. __________________________ Spectrum definition: A spectrum spreads out light. By looking at the resulting patterns in brightness, we can learn about the composition, surface temperature, density, and movement of objects in space. Resources: Article, “How Will Webb Study Exoplanets?”: https://webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/articles/pagecontent/filter-articles/how-will-webb-study-exoplanets  Video, “How Do We Learn About a Planet's Atmosphere?”:https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/2018/30/1158-Video   Video, “Reading the Rainbow: Planets”:https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/01F9KWWJVJC8PZBNGGED35HSQT  Viewspace interactive about atmospheres: https://viewspace.org/interactives/unveiling_invisible_universe/exoplanet_diversity/atmospheres  Image Credit: Image Credit: NASA, ESA, Leah Hustak (STScI); model transmission spectrum from Kaltenegger & Lin 2021 ApJL 909https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01F8GF9XGA29AD3QWNPNKMPD1W 
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Presentation Notes
The tennis court-sized sunshield separates the hot and cold sides of Webb. It protects Webb from external sources of light and heat, which ensures it can detect faint heat signals from very distant objects. The Hot Side or lower part of Webb, where its five-layered sunshield is, faces the Sun. This is where its equipment that does not need to be cooled, like its solar panel, antennae, computer, gyroscopes, and navigational jets, are.The Cold Side is where the mirrors and instruments areSun-facing layer estimated maximum temperature: ~400 K (260°F, 125°C)Innermost layer estimated minimum temperature: ~40 K (–390°F, –235°C)Keeps science instruments and mirrors at a cool 40 K (roughly –390°F, –235°C)]



Launching Webb
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Mirror size	6.6-meter (21.7-foot)Sunshield Size		21 m × 14 m (69 ft × 46 ft),Fairing size	5-meter (16-foot) Folded Oragami style We launched the Webb on an ArianeSpace rocket on Christmas morning, Dec. 25, 2021, from French Guiana. That’s on the north-east coast of South America, and it’s on the equator, which means we get the best boost from the spin of the Earth. 



Webb’s Unfolding 
Sequence 
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 After launch and during the first month in space, on its way to the second Langrange point (L2), Webb underwent a complex unfolding sequence.   Steps include:  Deploying, tensioning, and separating Webb’s sunshield, a five-layer, diamond-shaped structure the size of a tennis court, Extending its secondary mirror support structure, and Unfolding its primary mirror, which has a honeycomb-like pattern of 18 hexagonal, gold-coated mirror segments. This deployment and commissioning period lasted six months. Engineers and scientists will carefully activate and confirm each and every instrument is working properly before the first—but still unfocused—image of a star field is delivered about two months after it launches.  In the fourth month after launch, Webb completed its first orbit around L2—and took the first focused image.  After the six-month mark, Webb began its science mission and started routine science operations.In 2021, Webb was carefully folded up and loaded onto a ship, which passed through the Panama Canal on its way to French Guiana in South America, where it reached its launch site at the European Spaceport located near Kourou. It is beneficial for launch sites to be located near the equator: The spin of the Earth can help give an additional push to the rocket. After launch and during the first month in space, on its way to the second Langrange point (L2), Webb underwent a complex unfolding sequence.  Steps include:  Deploying, tensioning, and separating Webb’s sunshield, a five-layer, diamond-shaped structure the size of a tennis court, Extending its secondary mirror support structure, and Unfolding its primary mirror, which has a honeycomb-like pattern of 18 hexagonal, gold-coated mirror segments. Deployment and commissioning will take time—at least six months. Engineers and scientists will carefully activate and confirm each and every instrument is working properly before the first—but still unfocused—image of a star field is delivered about two months after it launches.  In the fourth month after launch, Webb will complete its first orbit around L2—and take the first focused image. This will show that the mirrors are aligned. After the six-month mark, Webb will begin its science mission and start to conduct routine science operations.__________________________ Resources:  Detailed post-launch deployment timeline: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/4180-Image  Webb’s orbit and view of the sky: https://webbtelescope.org/news/webb-science-writers-guide/telescope-overview Graphic showing Webb’s unfolding sequence: https://www.esa.int/ESA_Multimedia/Images/2021/06/Webb_unfolding_sequence  Video of Webb’s deployment sequence: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpVz3UrSsE4  Illustration Credit: NASA, ESA, and J. Kang (STScI)





Where Is 
Webb’s Orbit?

Not to scale
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Webb orbits the Sun near the second Sun-Earth Lagrange point—often referred to as L2. This point is approximately 1.5 million kilometers (930,000 miles) from Earth, “behind” the Earth as viewed from the Sun. L2 moves in lockstep with the Earth as it rotates around the Sun, completing one orbit in one year. Webb can’t orbit the Earth like Hubble, because the visible and infrared light from the Sun, Earth, and Moon would heat up the telescope’s mirror and scientific instruments, causing the telescope itself to glow in infrared light—and that would outshine the faint objects in space that Webb observes. Webb’s sunshield always faces the Sun. This ensures its mirrors and instruments, which always face away from the Sun, are always cool. At L2, Webb can maintain a safe distance from the bright light of the Sun, Earth, and Moon—while also remaining in contact with us on Earth. __________________________ FAQ: What is a Lagrange point? Lagrange points, discovered by mathematician Joseph Louis Lagrange, are special equilibrium points for small objects (like a spacecraft or an asteroid) orbiting two much larger objects (like the Earth and the Sun). At these points in space, the gravity of the two large objects balance the orbital motion of the third object. Lagrange points can be used by spacecraft to reduce propellant consumption needed to remain in position. There are five Lagrange points for any system, labeled L1 to L5. Of the five points, three are unstable and two are stable. The unstable Lagrange points—L1, L2, and L3—lie along the line connecting the two large masses. Spacecraft orbiting at these points need to perform station keeping to remain their orbits, by periodically expending small amounts of propellant. The stable Lagrange points—L4 and L5—occur at the apex of two equilateral triangles that have the large masses at their vertices. L4 leads the orbit of Earth and L5 follows.  See the diagram here: https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/resources/754/what-is-a-lagrange-point/ Webb orbits around the second Sun-Earth Lagrange point (L2). This point is approximately 1.5 million kilometers (930,000 miles) from Earth, “behind” the Earth as viewed from the Sun. All Lagrange points move in lockstep with the Earth as it rotates around the Sun, completing an orbit in one year. Are there other spacecraft that orbit at L2? Yes. There are several spacecraft that orbit or have orbited at L2. They include the Herschel Space Observatory, the Gaia space observatory, the Planck space observatory, and the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP). Does Webb orbit exactly at L2? No. Webb will orbit around L2, not sit stationary precisely at L2. If Webb were located exactly at L2, it would see the Sun eclipsed by the Earth, blocking the power it receives on its solar arrays. Webb loops around L2 in a six-month, tilted, elliptical orbit, which is slightly larger than the size of the Moon’s orbit around the Earth. This ensures that spacecraft never falls into the shadow of the Earth or the Moon—and remains charged.  Here is a diagram of the obit to scale: https://www.flickr.com/photos/nasawebbtelescope/51886649707 What is Webb’s anticipated lifetime? Webb will contain enough propellant for about 20 years of maneuvers at L2, and the Webb Science and Mission Operations Center at the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) will have the ability to adjust the science operations of the observatory to maximize potential as it ages. NASA engineered Webb so that all critical subsystems are dual or will degrade gracefully with age. For instance, the Near Infrared Camera (NIRCam) has two identical camera systems so that the optical quality can be maintained even if one fails. How much of the sky can Webb see? Over the course of six months, as Webb orbits the Sun with Earth, it has the ability to observe almost any point in the sky. Webb’s field of regard is limited to a 50-degree swath of the celestial sphere: About 39% of the sky is potentially visible to Webb at any given time. Because Webb must face away from objects that are warm and close enough to interfere with its ability to observe faint infrared light, it cannot observe the Sun, Mercury, Venus, Earth, the Moon, or other objects as they pass through the inner Solar System. Can we can service Webb? The quick answer is no. To meet Webb’s science goals, the telescope has to be far away from the heat of the Earth. This is why the telescope had to be so thoroughly tested before launch. This isn’t the first mission that is unserviceable. Other space telescopes, such as Spitzer and Herschel, successfully completed their missions in unserviceable orbits. Resources: Webb Science Writers’ Guide: https://webbtelescope.org/news/webb-science-writers-guide/telescope-overview  Article about Webb’s orbit, including illustrations and a video: https://webb.nasa.gov/content/about/orbit.html Webb’s Orbit illustration: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/4201-Image  Additional detail about Webb’s orbit to help explain the details: https://www.ariane.group/en/news/how-lagrange-point-2-meets-james-webbs-checklist-for-an-ideal-home/  Video of Webb’s orbit:https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/01F51C6VAPFHS6ZK5R29G2NDVG  Video about Webb’s field of regard: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/1157-Video  Answers to frequently asked questions: https://www.jwst.nasa.gov/content/about/faqs/faq.html  Image Credit: STScIhttps://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/4201-Image 



How We ‘Talk’ to Webb
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The Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) in Baltimore, Maryland, plays a key role in communicating with Webb—it hosts Webb’s Mission Operations Center, where engineers and scientists command and control the telescope.  Commands from STScI travel to the Deep Space Network, or DSN, which transmits them to Webb.  Webb’s data then return through the Deep Space Network to STScI, where the data Webb took are then processed, distributed to the scientific community, and archived.__________________________ Resources:  Details about how STScI will communicate with Webb (replace “testing” references with actual commands if you add these details to your presentation notes): https://www.stsci.edu/contents/annual-reports/2019/rehearsing-for-launch  Image Credit: NASA, ESA, CSA, Elizabeth Wheatley (STScI) https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01F6850HZ2K7FY8P8A8KBC54FQ



Commanding Webb
from Baltimore, Maryland 
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Here you see Webb’s Mission Operations Center at the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) in Baltimore, Maryland.  STScI’s engineers sit at the controls—they send commands to Webb, which the telescope executes. They are supported by scientists and team members from the mission’s partners. The team also continuously monitors the health of the telescope. Engineers have controlled Webb since the telescope fully separated from its launch vehicle 27 minutes after liftoff.  They also initiated and oversaw all major deployments as Webb slowly unfolded while traveling to the second Sun-Earth Lagrange point (L2), which is approximately 1.5 million kilometers (1 million miles) from Earth. During the first six months of 2022, engineers and scientists fully commissioned every instrument on Webb.  Commissioning involves hundreds  of precise, choreographed activities. First, engineers executed commands to carefully unfold the telescope’s mirrors. Then they aligned each mirror segment so they work together to produce one, clear image.  They also tested every mode on every instrument, taking images and spectra as they went, to ensure that everything works as planned. And it does! This is a major feat that we can all be proud of. This team prepared for years for these moments. And now, they are executing science proposals for astronomers who received time to observe with Webb.Want to pretend you are sending commands to Webb? Imagine you’re in Webb’s Mission Operations Center at the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) in Baltimore, Maryland.  STScI’s engineers sit at the controls—they send commands to Webb, which the telescope executes. They are supported by scientists and team members from the mission’s partners. The team also continuously monitors the health of the telescope. Engineers have controlled Webb since the telescope fully separated from its launch vehicle 27 minutes after liftoff.  They also initiated and oversaw all major deployments as Webb slowly unfolded while traveling to the second Sun-Earth Lagrange point (L2), which is approximately 1.5 million kilometers (1 million miles) from Earth. During the first six months of 2022, engineers and scientists fully commissioned every instrument on Webb.  What is commissioning? It involves hundreds  of precise, choreographed activities. First, engineers executed commands to carefully unfold the telescope’s mirrors. Then they aligned each mirror segment so they work together to produce one, clear image.  They also tested every mode on every instrument, taking images and spectra as they went, to ensure that everything works as planned. And it does! This is a major feat that we can all be proud of. This team prepared for years for these moments. And now, they are executing science proposals for astronomers who received time to observe with Webb.__________________________ FAQ: How long does data take to travel from Webb to Earth? Traveling at the speed of light, it takes about 5 seconds for data to travel from Webb in its orbit around L2 to the Earth. All communications are routed through NASA’s Deep Space Network, with three ground stations located in Canberra, Australia, Madrid, Spain, and Goldstone, California. Resources:  Overview of Webb’s commissioning activities from launch to the beginning of science operations: https://jwst.nasa.gov/content/webbLaunch/deploymentExplorer.html  Firsthand account from three members of the Flight Operations Team at STScI: https://www.stsci.edu/contents/annual-reports/2021/front-row-seats  2019 graphic article that shows how everyone collaborates in Webb’s Mission Operations Center (note that these graphics were created during rehearsals): https://www.stsci.edu/contents/annual-reports/2019/rehearsing-for-launch  2018 release about communications in the Mission Operations Center: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/news-releases/2018/news-2018-31  Video: “Seeing New Frontiers with NASA's James Webb Space Telescope”: https://universeunplugged.ipac.caltech.edu/video/ata-21-12-09  Baltimore Magazine article about STScI’s James Webb Space Telescope Science Policy Group Lead Astronomer Dr. Christine Chen: https://www.baltimoremagazine.com/section/gamechangers/jhu-astronomer-christine-chen-decides-who-will-use-james-webb-space-telescope/ Baltimore Magazine article, “Baltimore Scientists Unveil the Universe with the James Webb Space Telescope”: https://www.baltimoremagazine.com/section/sciencetechnology/baltimore-scientists-unveil-the-universe-with-james-webb-space-telescope/ Watch Webb’s data transmission: https://eyes.nasa.gov/dsn/dsn.html  Image Credit: NASA, (Jaclyn Barrientes) STScI.



Selecting Observing Programs
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Image credit: STScI



The Big Reveal: 
Webb’s First Observations 
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Drumroll, please! This is what we’ve all been waiting for—Webb’s first images and data! Six long months of anticipation following the excitement of Webb’s December 25, 2021 launch—not to mention years of new technology development and mission planning—are at an end. Now, we have our first look at what Webb can do with the release of its first full-color images and data. This is the first demonstration of Webb at its full power, ready to begin its science mission and reveal the hidden the infrared universe. __________________________ Resources: Webb’s science: https://webbtelescope.org/webb-science Background about Webb’s first images and what comes next: https://webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/articles/pagecontent/filter-articles/webbs-first-imagesFor a full array of Webb’s first images and spectra, including downloadable files, please visit: https://webbtelescope.org/news/first-images  Image Credit: NASA and J. Kang (STScI) 
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While the purpose of this image was to focus on the bright star at the center for alignment evaluation, Webb's optics and NIRCam are so sensitive that the galaxies and stars seen in the background show up. While some of the largest ground-based telescopes on Earth use segmented primary mirrors, Webb is the first telescope in space to use such a design. “In addition to enabling the incredible science that Webb will achieve, the teams that designed, built, tested, launched, and now operate this observatory have pioneered a new way to build space telescopes,” said Lee Feinberg, Webb optical telescope element manager at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.



Deepest Field (so far), NIRCam Image (Near-Infrared Light), SMACS 0723
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#1 everything works, better than expected. #2, pictures beautiful. #3, galaxies grew big and dusty very fast;  Webb has delivered the deepest and sharpest infrared image of the distant universe so far.  Affectionately known as Webb’s First Deep Field, this is galaxy cluster SMACS 0723 and it is teeming with thousands of galaxies – including the smallest, faintest objects ever observed. This is how the galaxy cluster appeared 4.6 billion years ago The galaxy cluster has many more galaxies in front and behind it. NIRCam has brought distant galaxies into sharp focus – they have tiny, faint structures that have never been seen before, including star clusters and diffuse features. Webb’s image is approximately the size of a grain of sand held at arm’s length, a tiny sliver of the vast universe. This deep field is a composite made from images at different wavelengths, totaling 12.5 hours – achieving depths at infrared wavelengths beyond the Hubble Space Telescope’s deepest fields, which took weeks 25 days.  The combined mass of this galaxy cluster acts as a gravitational lens, magnifying more distant galaxies, including some seen when the universe was less than a billion years old.  This was also imaged with the MIRI mid-infrared instrument and NIRISS was used to take spectra of all the objects in the entire field of view at once. Among the results, it proves that one of the galaxies has a mirror image. The MIRI image offers a kaleidoscope of colors and highlights where the dust is – a major ingredient for star formation, and ultimately life itself. Blue galaxies contain stars, but very little dust. The red objects in this field are enshrouded in thick layers of dust. Green galaxies are populated with hydrocarbons and other chemical compounds.  Stars are also captured with prominent diffraction spikes, as they appear brighter at shorter wavelengths. Researchers will be able to use data like these to understand how galaxies form, grow, and merge with each other, and in some cases why they stop forming stars altogether.  And this is only the beginning. Researchers will continue to use Webb to take longer exposures, revealing more of our vast universe.=== NIRCam was built by a team at the University of Arizona and Lockheed Martin’s Advanced Technology Center. MIRI was contributed by ESA and NASA, with the instrument designed and built by a consortium of nationally funded European Institutes (the MIRI European Consortium) in partnership with JPL and the University of Arizona. NIRISS was contributed by CSA. The instrument was designed and built by Honeywell in collaboration with the Université de Montréal and the National Research Council Canada. NIRSpec was built for ESA by a consortium of European companies led by Airbus Defence and Space (ADS) with NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center providing its detector and micro-shutter subsystems. For a full array of Webb’s first images and spectra, including downloadable files, please visit: https://webbtelescope.org/news/first-images Credits: NASA, ESA, CSA, and STScI __________________________ Release: NASA’s Webb Delivers Deepest Image of Universe Yethttps://webbtelescope.org/contents/news-releases/2022/news-2022-035  Images: Webb's First Deep Field SMACS 0723 (NIRCam Image): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/035/01G7DCWB7137MYJ05CSH1Q5Z1Z  Webb's First Deep Field SMACS 0723 (MIRI and NIRCam Image): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/035/01G7DDDR3P8ZW10HD8MKXGV8MJ  Webb's First Deep Field SMACS 0723 (MIRI and NIRCam Compass Image): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/035/01G7DDWW7FSRX0GAP43WFZ9JNH  Webb’s First Deep Field (NIRISS Emission Spectra): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/035/01G7HRMY93K0BCCBKCABAQH0V7  Webb’s First Deep Field (NIRSpec Emission Spectra): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/035/01G7HRYVGM1TKW556NVJ1BHPDZ  Webb’s First Deep Field (NIRSpec Emission Spectrum): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/035/01G7F33FYJY94B9H7FW1APV030 Resources: Instruments: Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam): https://webb.nasa.gov/content/observatory/instruments/nircam.html Instruments: Near Infrared Spectrograph (NIRSpec): https://webb.nasa.gov/content/observatory/instruments/nirspec.html Instruments: Fine Guidance Sensor/ Near Infrared Imager And Slitless Spectrograph (FGS/NIRISS): https://jwst.nasa.gov/content/observatory/instruments/fgs.html Instruments: Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI): https://webb.nasa.gov/content/observatory/instruments/miri.html Webb’s scientific instruments overview: https://webbtelescope.org/news/webb-science-writers-guide/webbs-scientific-instruments Infographic, “Webb’s Diffraction Spikes”: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01G529MX46J7AFK61GAMSHKSSN Article, “Galaxies Over Time”: https://webbtelescope.org/webb-science/galaxies-over-time  Video, “Galaxies Through Time”: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/2020/49/1290-Video  Video, “Galaxy Development Across Cosmic Distance”: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/01G6WZ1QXJDMGHXP8AJA4RSVPF Infographic, “Galaxies’ Spectra: Detailed Information Delivered by Light”: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01G3CFMP9ZH6A5182B7NFN46DS Six-part article series about spectroscopy: https://webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/articles/pagecontent/filter-articles/spectroscopy-101--introduction Video, “Reading the Rainbow: Distance”: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/01F9KWWZTF1BKZ665759X2V2V1 



Exoplanet ׀ WASP-96 b 

Transmission Spectrum 
NIRISS Single-Object Slitless Spectrum
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WASP-96 b is one of more than 5,000 confirmed exoplanets in the Milky Way. With a mass less than half that of Jupiter and a diameter 1.2 times greater, WASP-96 b is much puffier than any planet orbiting our Sun. On June 21, Webb’s Near-Infrared Imager and Slitless Spectrograph (NIRISS) measured light from the WASP-96 system for 6.4 hours as the planet moved across the star. The result is a light curve showing the overall dimming of starlight during the transit, and a transmission spectrum revealing the brightness change of individual wavelengths of infrared light between 0.6 and 2.8 microns. Webb captured the distinct signature of water, along with evidence for clouds and haze, in the atmosphere surrounding a hot, puffy gas giant planet orbiting a distant Sun-like star.  The observation demonstrates Webb’s unprecedented ability to analyze atmospheres hundreds of light-years away. While the Hubble Space Telescope has analyzed numerous exoplanet atmospheres over the past two decades, capturing the first clear detection of water in 2013, Webb’s immediate and more detailed observation marks a giant leap forward in the quest to characterize potentially habitable planets beyond Earth. The light curve confirms properties of the planet that had already been determined from other observations – the existence, size, and orbit of the planet.   The transmission spectrum reveals previously hidden details of the atmosphere: the unambiguous signature of water, indications of haze, and evidence of clouds that were thought not to exist based on prior observations. The spectrum of WASP-96 b captured by NIRISS is not only the most detailed near-infrared transmission spectrum of an exoplanet atmosphere captured to date, but it also covers a remarkably wide range of wavelengths, including visible red light and a portion of the spectrum that has not previously been accessible from other telescopes (wavelengths longer than 1.6 microns).  This NIRISS observation demonstrates that Webb has the power to characterize the atmospheres of exoplanets – including those of potentially habitable planets – in exquisite detail. NIRISS was contributed by the Canadian Space Agency. The instrument was designed and built by Honeywell in collaboration with the Université de Montréal and the National Research Council Canada. For a full array of Webb’s first images and spectra, including downloadable files, please visit: https://webbtelescope.org/news/first-images Credits: NASA, ESA, CSA, STScI __________________________ Release: Webb Reveals Steamy Atmosphere of Distant Planet in Exquisite Detailhttps://webbtelescope.org/contents/news-releases/2022/news-2022-032  Images: Exoplanet WASP-96 b (NIRISS Transmission Spectrum): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/032/01G72VSFW756JW5SXWV1HYMQK4  Exoplanet WASP-96 b (NIRISS Transit Light Curve): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/032/01G72W1XZK6A79RJK2Z93D58CD Resources: Instruments: Fine Guidance Sensor/�Near Infrared Imager and Slitless Spectrograph (FGS/NIRISS): https://jwst.nasa.gov/content/observatory/instruments/fgs.html Webb’s scientific instruments overview: https://webbtelescope.org/news/webb-science-writers-guide/webbs-scientific-instruments General Observer Programs in Cycle 1: https://www.stsci.edu/jwst/science-execution/approved-programs/cycle-1-go Clickable ViewSpace interactive: Exoplanet Diversity: Atmosphere: https://viewspace.org/interactives/unveiling_invisible_universe/exoplanet_diversity/atmospheres Article: “NASA's James Webb Space Telescope Primed to Lift the Haze Surrounding Sub-Neptunes”: https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2021/nasa-james-webb-space-telescope-primed-to-lift-the-haze-surrounding-sub-neptunes Article: “NASA’s Webb Will Seek Atmospheres around Potentially Habitable Exoplanets”: https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2020/nasa-s-webb-will-seek-atmospheres-around-potentially-habitable-exoplanets Article, “How Will Webb Study Exoplanets?”: https://webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/articles/pagecontent/filter-articles/how-will-webb-study-exoplanets  Six-part article series about spectroscopy: https://webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/articles/pagecontent/filter-articles/spectroscopy-101--introduction Video, “How Do We Learn About a Planet's Atmosphere?”:https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/2018/30/1158-Video   Video, “Reading the Rainbow: Planets”:https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/01F9KWWJVJC8PZBNGGED35HSQT 



Interacting Galaxies 
Stephan’s Quintet

Near- and Mid-Infrared Light 
Combined NIRCam and MIRI Image
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Stephan’s Quintet, a visual grouping of five galaxies, is best known for being prominently featured in the holiday classic film, “It’s a Wonderful Life.”  Although called a “quintet,” only four of the galaxies are truly close together and caught up in a cosmic dance. The fifth and leftmost galaxy, called NGC 7320, is well in the foreground compared with the other four. This is still fairly close in cosmic terms, compared with more distant galaxies billions of light-years away. Studying such relatively nearby galaxies like these helps scientists better understand structures seen in a much more distant universe. This enormous mosaic is Webb’s largest image to date, covering about one-fifth of the Moon’s diameter. It contains over 150 million pixels and is constructed from almost 1,000 separate image files.  With its powerful, infrared vision and extremely high spatial resolution, Webb shows never-before-seen details in this galaxy group. Sparkling clusters of millions of young stars and starburst regions of fresh star birth grace the image. Sweeping tails of gas, dust and stars are being pulled from several of the galaxies due to gravitational interactions. Most dramatically, Webb captures huge shock waves as one of the galaxies, NGC 7318B, smashes through the cluster. Webb studied the active galactic nucleus in great detail with the Near-Infrared Spectrograph (NIRSpec) and Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI). These instruments’ integral field units (IFUs) – which are a combination of a camera and spectrograph – provided the Webb team with a collection of images of the galactic core’s spectral features. Much like medical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the IFUs allow scientists to “slice and dice” the information into many images for detailed study.  Webb pierced through the shroud of dust surrounding the nucleus to reveal hot gas near the active black hole and measure the velocity of bright outflows. The telescope saw these outflows driven by the black hole in a level of detail never seen before. Located in the constellation Pegasus, Stephan’s Quintet was discovered by the French astronomer Édouard Stephan in 1877. NIRCam was built by a team at the University of Arizona and Lockheed Martin’s Advanced Technology Center. MIRI was contributed by ESA and NASA, with the instrument designed and built by a consortium of nationally funded European Institutes (The MIRI European Consortium) in partnership with JPL and the University of Arizona. NIRSpec was built for the European Space Agency (ESA) by a consortium of European companies led by Airbus Defence and Space (ADS) with NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center providing its detector and micro-shutter subsystems. For a full array of Webb’s first images and spectra, including downloadable files, please visit: https://webbtelescope.org/news/first-images Credits: NASA, ESA, CSA, and STScI  __________________________ Release: NASA’s Webb Sheds Light on Galaxy Evolution, Black Holeshttps://webbtelescope.org/contents/news-releases/2022/news-2022-034  Images:Stephan's Quintet (NIRCam and MIRI Composite Image): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/034/01G7DA5ADA2WDSK1JJPQ0PTG4A  Stephan's Quintet (MIRI Image): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/034/01G7DBCJA1M1SSGKDMH7F5XMBE  Stephan's Quintet (MIRI Spectra): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/034/01G7F6AWJNTF1G0ZWP5ESGSFXF  Stephan's Quintet (NIRSpec IFU): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/034/01G7FJFCNKGARKRFM13FWQ881E  Stephan's Quintet (MIRI IFU): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/034/01G7FG9P3BVP4CPK1QHX0RG5XN  Stephan's Quintet (NIRCam and MIRI Composite Compass Image): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/034/01G7DBYV6PTE37PEB5TZ19TMV2  Stephan's Quintet (MIRI Compass Image): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/034/01G7DCGA9539YTTMM0NC7M63K9 Resources: Instruments: Near Infrared Spectrograph (NIRSpec): https://webb.nasa.gov/content/observatory/instruments/nirspec.html Instruments: Webb’s Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI): https://webb.nasa.gov/content/observatory/instruments/miri.html Clickable ViewSpace interactive: Interacting Galaxies: Future of the Milky Way:https://viewspace.org/interactives/unveiling_invisible_universe/interacting_galaxies/future_of_the_milky_way Article, “What Are Active Galactic Nuclei?”: https://webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/articles/pagecontent/filter-articles/what-are-active-galactic-nuclei  Article, “NASA’s Webb Telescope Will Explore the Cores of Merging Galaxies”: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/news-releases/2020/news-2020-49 Infographic, “Dissecting Supermassive Black Holes”:https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2021/015/01EZ5F0BYEP19BGPCZ7BMMCDGT Video, “Dissecting Supermassive Black Holes: The Feedback Loop”:https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/2021/015/01F09AQGN1JD1H8BJJZDR4RPWS Video, “Dissecting Supermassive Black Holes: Pinpointing the Flows”:https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/01F099WFKMGVB0B549DDBA4BAF Video, “How Do Space Telescopes Break Down Light?” https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/2018/37/1181-Video Video, “Reading the Rainbow: Speed”:https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/01F9KWVZCV229ATG0NQCGA6TE0  AstroPix, astronomical image search for Stephan’s Quintet:https://astropix.ipac.caltech.edu/search?dec=&q=Stephan’s+Quintet&ra=&radius=0.2 



Cartwheel Galaxy. NASA, ESA, CSA, STScI

Near and mid-infrared
Combined NIRCam and MIRI image

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This image of the Cartwheel and its companion galaxies is a composite from Webb’s Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam) and Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI), which reveals details that are difficult to see in the individual images alone. This galaxy formed as the result of a high-speed collision that occurred about 400 million years ago. The Cartwheel is composed of two rings, a bright inner ring and a colorful outer ring. Both rings expand outward from the center of the collision like shockwaves. However, despite the impact, much of the character of the large, spiral galaxy that existed before the collision remains, including its rotating arms. This leads to the “spokes” that inspired the name of the Cartwheel Galaxy, which are the bright red streaks seen between the inner and outer rings. These brilliant red hues, located not only throughout the Cartwheel, but also the companion spiral galaxy at the top left, are caused by glowing, hydrocarbon-rich dust. In this near- and mid-infrared composite image, MIRI data are colored red while NIRCam data are colored blue, orange, and yellow. Amidst the red swirls of dust, there are many individual blue dots, which represent individual stars or pockets of star formation. NIRCam also defines the difference between the older star populations and dense dust in the core and the younger star populations outside of it. Webb’s observations capture the Cartwheel in a very transitory stage. The form that the Cartwheel Galaxy will eventually take, given these two competing forces, is still a mystery. However, this snapshot provides perspective on what happened to the galaxy in the past and what it will do in the future. NIRCam was built by a team at the University of Arizona and Lockheed Martin’s Advanced Technology Center.MIRI was contributed by ESA and NASA, with the instrument designed and built by a consortium of nationally funded European Institutes (The MIRI European Consortium) in partnership with JPL and the University of Arizona. Credits: IMAGE: NASA, ESA, CSA, STScI, Webb ERO Production Team 



Questions

Hot stars vaporizing gas & dust where they were born; hundreds of new stars probably 
with planets. Infrared penetrates dust clouds. 

Star-Forming Region I Carina Nebula

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This landscape of “mountains” and “valleys” speckled with glittering stars is actually the edge of a nearby, young, star-forming region called NGC 3324 in the Carina Nebula.  Called the Cosmic Cliffs, Webb’s seemingly three-dimensional picture looks like craggy mountains on a moonlit evening. In reality, it is the edge of the giant, gaseous cavity within NGC 3324, and the tallest “peaks” in this image are about 7 light-years high.  Captured in infrared light, this image reveals for the first time previously invisible areas of star birth. The “steam” that appears to rise from the celestial “mountains” is actually hot, ionized gas and hot dust streaming away from the nebula due to the relentless radiation.  Webb reveals emerging stellar nurseries and individual stars that are completely hidden in visible-light pictures. The youngest light sources appear as red dots in the dark, dusty region of the cloud. Objects in the earliest, rapid phases of star formation are difficult to capture, but Webb’s extreme sensitivity, spatial resolution, and imaging capability can chronicle these elusive events.  The disturbances that cause star formation may also prevent it as the star-making material is eroded away. This is a very delicate balance between sparking star formation and stopping it.  Webb will also reveal the impact of star formation on the evolution of gigantic clouds of gas and dust. While the effect of massive stars – with their violent winds and high energy – is often apparent, less is known about the influence of the more numerous low-mass stars.  Up to this point, scientists have had very little data about the influence of the multitude of young and more energetic low-mass stars. With Webb, they will be able to obtain a full census of their number and impact throughout the nebula.   Located roughly 7,600 light-years away, NGC 3324 was imaged by Webb’s Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam) and Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI). NIRCam – with its crisp resolution and unparalleled sensitivity – unveils hundreds of previously hidden stars, and even numerous background galaxies. In MIRI’s view, young stars and their dusty, planet-forming disks shine brightly in the mid-infrared, appearing pink and red. MIRI reveals structures that are embedded in the dust and uncovers the stellar sources of massive jets and outflows. With MIRI, the hot dust and soot-like material on the surface of the ridges glow, giving the appearance of jagged rocks. NGC 3324 was first catalogued by James Dunlop in 1826. Visible from the Southern Hemisphere, it is located at the northwest corner of the Carina Nebula (NGC 3372), which resides in the constellation Carina.  Credits: NASA, ESA, CSA, and STScI Credits: NASA, ESA, CSA, and STScI __________________________ Release: NASA’s Webb Reveals Cosmic Cliffs, Glittering Landscape of Star Birthhttps://webbtelescope.org/contents/news-releases/2022/news-2022-031  Images: “Cosmic Cliffs” in the Carina Nebula (NIRCam Image): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/031/01G77PKB8NKR7S8Z6HBXMYATGJ  “Cosmic Cliffs” in the Carina Nebula (NIRCam and MIRI Composite Image): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/031/01G780WF1VRADDSD5MDNDRKAGY  Carina Nebula (NIRCam Compass Image): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/031/01G77RG0GZS7HC83VKQPAWQ5E8  Carina Nebula (NIRCam and MIRI Composite Compass Image): https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/2022/031/01G781KB7TTZM1YTP855D46C1S   Resources: Instruments: Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam): https://webb.nasa.gov/content/observatory/instruments/nircam.html Instruments: Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI): https://webb.nasa.gov/content/observatory/instruments/miri.html Webb Science Writer’s Guide Instrument Overview: https://webbtelescope.org/news/webb-science-writers-guide/telescope-overview Article, “The Star Lifecycle”: https://webbtelescope.org/webb-science/the-star-lifecycle Video, “Exploring Star and Planet Formation”:https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/videos/01G6X2C9R0TPVCHXSRBCEVNW03 Infographic, “Webb’s Diffraction Spikes”: https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/images/01G529MX46J7AFK61GAMSHKSSN AstroPix, astronomical image search for the Carina Nebula:https://astropix.ipac.caltech.edu/search?dec=&q=Carina+Nebula&ra=&radius=0.2 



New stars forming in densest spots



Jupiter

Webb NIRCam composite image of Jupiter from three filters – F360M (red), F212N (yellow-
green), and F150W2 (cyan) – and alignment due to the planet’s rotation. Credit: NASA, ESA, 

CSA, Jupiter ERS Team; image processing by Judy Schmidt.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With giant storms, powerful winds, auroras, and extreme temperature and pressure conditions, Jupiter has a lot going on. Now, NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope has captured new images of the planet. Webb’s Jupiter observations will give scientists even more clues to Jupiter’s inner life.  The two images come from the observatory’s Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam), which has three specialized infrared filters that showcase details of the planet. Since infrared light is invisible to the human eye, the light has been mapped onto the visible spectrum. Generally, the longest wavelengths appear redder and the shortest wavelengths are shown as more blue. Scientists collaborated with citizen scientist Judy Schmidt to translate the Webb data into images. In the standalone view of Jupiter, created from a composite of several images from Webb, auroras extend to high altitudes above both the northern and southern poles of Jupiter. The auroras shine in a filter that is mapped to redder colors, which also highlights light reflected from lower clouds and upper hazes. A different filter, mapped to yellows and greens, shows hazes swirling around the northern and southern poles. A third filter, mapped to blues, showcases light that is reflected from a deeper main cloud.  The Great Red Spot, a famous storm so big it could swallow Earth, appears white in these views, as do other clouds, because they are reflecting a lot of sunlight.  “The numerous bright white ‘spots’ and ‘streaks’ are likely very high-altitude cloud tops of condensed convective storms.” By contrast, dark ribbons north of the equatorial region have little cloud cover.  In a wide-field view, Webb sees Jupiter with its faint rings, which are a million times fainter than the planet, and two tiny moons called Amalthea and Adrastea. The fuzzy spots in the lower background are likely galaxies “photobombing” this Jovian view.   Data from telescopes like Webb doesn’t arrive on Earth neatly packaged. Instead, it contains information about the brightness of the light on Webb’s detectors. This information arrives at the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI), Webb’s mission and science operations center, as raw data. STScI processes the data into calibrated files for scientific analysis and delivers it to the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes for dissemination. Scientists then translate that information into images like these during the course of their research (here’s a podcast about that). While a team at STScI formally processes Webb images for official release, non-professional astronomers known as citizen scientists often dive into the public data archive to retrieve and process images, too.Judy Schmidt of Modesto California, a longtime image processor in the citizen science community, processed these new views of Jupiter. For the image that includes the tiny satellites, she collaborated with Ricardo Hueso, a co-investigator on these observations, who studies planetary atmospheres at the University of the Basque Country in Spain.  



Webb sees 
> 10,000 new 

stars in Tarantula 
Nebula

IMAGE: NASA, ESA, CSA, STScI, Webb ERO Production Team

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Nicknamed the Tarantula Nebula for the appearance of its dusty filaments in previous telescope images, the nebula has long been a favorite for astronomers studying star formation. In addition to young stars, Webb reveals distant background galaxies, as well as the detailed structure and composition of the nebula’s gas and dust. At only 161,000 light-years away in the Large Magellanic Cloud galaxy, the Tarantula Nebula is the largest and brightest star-forming region in the Local Group, the galaxies nearest our Milky Way. It is home to the hottest, most massive stars known. Astronomers focused three of Webb’s high-resolution infrared instruments on the Tarantula. Viewed with Webb’s Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam), the region resembles a burrowing tarantula’s home, lined with its silk.  The nebula’s cavity centered in the NIRCam image has been hollowed out by blistering radiation from a cluster of massive young stars, which sparkle pale blue in the image.  Only the densest surrounding areas of the nebula resist erosion by these stars’ powerful stellar winds, forming pillars that appear to point back toward the cluster. These pillars contain forming protostars, which will eventually emerge from their dusty cocoons and take their turn shaping the nebula. Webb’s Near-Infrared Spectrograph (NIRSpec) caught one very young star  beginning to emerge from its pillar and still maintained an insulating cloud of dust around itself. Without Webb’s high-resolution spectra at infrared wavelengths, this episode of star formation-in-action could not have been revealed. At the longer wavelengths of light captured by its Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI), Webb focuses on the area surrounding the central star cluster and unveils a very different view of the Tarantula Nebula. In this light, the young hot stars of the cluster fade in brilliance, and glowing gas and dust come forward. Abundant hydrocarbons light up the surfaces of the dust clouds, shown in blue and purple. Credits: NASA, ESA, CSA, STScI, Webb ERO Production Team



IMAGE: NASA, ESA, CSA, STScI, Webb ERO Production Team

Webb sees cold dust and gas in Tarantula Nebula

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At the longer wavelengths of light captured by its Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI), Webb focuses on the area surrounding the central star cluster and unveils a very different view of the Tarantula Nebula. In this light, the young hot stars of the cluster fade in brilliance, and glowing gas and dust come forward. Abundant hydrocarbons light up the surfaces of the dust clouds, shown in blue and purple. Credits: NASA, ESA, CSA, STScI, Webb ERO Production Team



Webb images its first planet :  hot, young, far from its host

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the first time, astronomers have used NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope to take a direct image of a planet outside our solar system. The exoplanet is a gas giant, meaning it has no rocky surface and could not be habitable.The image, as seen through four different light filters, shows how Webb’s powerful infrared gaze can easily capture worlds beyond our solar system, pointing the way to future observations that will reveal more information than ever before about exoplanets“This is a transformative moment, not only for Webb but also for astronomy generally,” said Sasha Hinkley, associate professor of physics and astronomy at the University of Exeter in the United Kingdom, who led these observations with a large international collaboration. Webb is an international mission led by NASA in collaboration with its partners, ESA (European Space Agency) and CSA (Canadian Space Agency).The exoplanet in Webb’s image, called HIP 65426 b, is about six to 12 times the mass of Jupiter, and these observations could help narrow that down even further. It is young as planets go — about 15 to 20 million years old, compared to our 4.5-billion-year-old Earth.Astronomers discovered the planet in 2017 using the SPHERE instrument on the European Southern Observatory’s Very Large Telescope in Chile and took images of it using short infrared wavelengths of light. Webb’s view, at longer infrared wavelengths, reveals new details that ground-based telescopes would not be able to detect because of the intrinsic infrared glow of Earth’s atmosphere.Researchers have been analyzing the data from these observations and are preparing a paper they will submit to journals for peer review. But Webb’s first capture of an exoplanet already hints at future possibilities for studying distant worlds.Since HIP 65426 b is about 100 times farther from its host star than Earth is from the Sun, it is sufficiently distant from the star that Webb can easily separate the planet from the star in the image.Webb’s Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam) and Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) are both equipped with coronagraphs, which are sets of tiny masks that block out starlight, enabling Webb to take direct images of certain exoplanets like this one. NASA’s Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope, slated to launch later this decade, will demonstrate an even more advanced coronagraph.“It was really impressive how well the Webb coronagraphs worked to suppress the light of the host star,” Hinkley said.Taking direct images of exoplanets is challenging because stars are so much brighter than planets. The HIP 65426 b planet is more than 10,000 times fainter than its host star in the near-infrared, and a few thousand times fainter in the mid-infrared.In each filter image, the planet appears as a slightly differently shaped blob of light. That is because of the particulars of Webb’s optical system and how it translates light through the different optics.“Obtaining this image felt like digging for space treasure,” said Aarynn Carter, a postdoctoral researcher at the University of California, Santa Cruz, who led the analysis of the images. “At first all I could see was light from the star, but with careful image processing I was able to remove that light and uncover the planet.”While this is not the first direct image of an exoplanet taken from space – the Hubble Space Telescope has captured direct exoplanet images previously – HIP 65426 b points the way forward for Webb’s exoplanet exploration.“I think what’s most exciting is that we’ve only just begun,” Carter said. “There are many more images of exoplanets to come that will shape our overall understanding of their physics, chemistry, and formation. We may even discover previously unknown planets, too.”– Elizabeth Landau, NASA Headquarters Image Credit: NASA/ESA/CSA, A Carter (UCSC), the ERS 1386 team, and A. Pagan (STScI).
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James Webb Space Telescope – Accessibility 

• https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2022/nasa-webb-s-first-full-color-images-data-are-set-to-sound
• https://www.washingtonpost.com/dc-md-va/2022/07/20/nasa-images-accessible-text/

• https://jwst.nasa.gov/content/features/keyFactsInternational/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Webb is an international program led by NASA with its partners, ESA (European Space Agency) and the Canadian Space Agency.Thousands of scientists, engineers, and technicians from 14 countries, 29 U.S. states, and Washington, D.C. contributed to build, test, and integrate Webb. In total, 258 distinct companies, agencies, and universities participated – 142 from the United States, 104 from 12 European nations, and 12 from Canada.

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2022/nasa-webb-s-first-full-color-images-data-are-set-to-sound
https://www.washingtonpost.com/dc-md-va/2022/07/20/nasa-images-accessible-text/
https://jwst.nasa.gov/content/features/keyFactsInternational/
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Cosmic Cliffs in the Carina Nebula Sonifications (NIRCam Image)A near-infrared image of the Cosmic Cliffs in the Carina Nebula has been visualized and sonified. This interpretation is presented as a short video with an integrated soundtrack.  Brighter light in the image is louder. The vertical position of light also controls the frequency of sound. Light toward the top of the image produces higher pitched sounds.  In the video, a glowing vertical line sweeps over the image from left to right. This means it encounters the features at the same time, including stars, a mountain-ridge-like feature, and the contrasting gas and dust above and below it.  The image is divided horizontally by an undulating line between a cloudscape forming a nebula along the bottom portion and a comparatively clear upper portion. Speckled across both portions is a starfield, showing innumerable stars of many sizes. The smallest of these are small, distant, and faint points of light. The largest of these appear larger, closer, brighter, and more fully resolved with eight-point diffraction spikes. Stars are heard as a combination of pitches and processed piano notes. Stars with diffraction spikes have the addition of crashes and clangs from cymbals.  The upper portion of the image is blueish, and has wispy translucent cloud-like streaks rising from the nebula below. The brightness of each row controls the volume of the frequency associated with that row. Bright light near the top of the image sounds loud and high. Bright light near the middle of the image is loud and lower pitched. The combination of all of these frequencies produces a windy sound.  The orangish cloudy formation in the bottom half varies in density, and ranges from translucent to opaque. The stars vary in color, and the majority of stars have a blue or orange hue. Dimmer, dustobscured areas that appear lower in the image are represented by lower frequencies. Overall, the lower portion of the image has a clearer, more melodic composition.  The cloud-like structure of the nebula contains ridges, peaks, and valleys – an appearance very similar to a mountain range. Listen for the moving melody. This has frequencies that fall in the middle range of pitches. This melody traces the nebula’s “mountain range” as it rises and falls in the image, through the center of the frame, from left to right. This jagged line between denser and thinner areas of gas and dust is the arc of the sonification’s melody.  Three long diffraction spikes from the top right edge of the image suggest the presence of a large star just out of view. Credits: IMAGE: NASA, ESA, CSA, STScI �ACCESSIBILITY PRODUCTION: NASA, ESA, CSA, STScI, Kimberly Arcand (CXC, SAO), Matt Russo (SYSTEM Sounds), Andrew Santaguida (SYSTEM Sounds), Quyen Hart (STScI), Claire Blome (STScI), Christine Malec 



Going Gold: 

In anticipation of the release 
of NASA’s James Webb Space 
Telescope’s first images on 
July 12, 2022, the Empire 
State Building in New York 
began lighting its tower gold 
on Monday, July 11, starting 
at sunset.
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Going Gold: NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope Celebrates First ImagesIn anticipation of the release of NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope’s first images on July 12, 2022, the Empire State Building in New York began lighting its tower gold on Monday, July 11, starting at sunset.  Image credit: Jolearra Tshiteya



Webb's First Images Displayed in Times Square
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Webb's First Images Displayed in Times SquareIn celebration of the release of NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope’s first images on July 12, 2022, they were displayed in Times Square. This image shows the Southern Ring Nebula.  Image credit: NASDAQ (used with permission)



Contributors to Webb in New York State

• Cobham Semiconductor Solutions,  Plainview
• Data Device Corporation,  Bohemia
• Epner Technology,  Brooklyn
• Indium Corporation,  Utica, NY
• JPW Structural Contracting, Inc.,  Syracuse
• Kepco, Inc.,  Flushing Queens
• L3Harris Technologies, Rochester
• Micro Instruments Corp., Rochester
• MOOG Inc., East Aurora

• Precise Tool & Manufacturing Inc., Rochester
• Progressive Machine & Design,  Victor
• Select Fabricators, Inc.,  Canadaigua
• Sigmadyne,  Rochester
• Triplex Industries,  Rochester
• University of Rochester,  Rochester
• ValveTech, Inc.,  Phelps
• Viewpoint Systems, Inc., Rochester
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NYS Grant Recipients for Cycle 1 Science
• There are 42 named 

investigators at 13 New York 
institutions, approved for 
observing time and archival 
research on James Webb 
Space Telescope - Cycle 1 
programs. 

• Several investigators are 
approved for research on 
more than one program, 
totaling 88 separate research 
efforts/grant awards. NASA 
has provided $1.8M to 
support this research.

Institution Name
# 

Investigators
# 

Grants
American Museum of Natural History 4 7
City University of New York Borough 2 2
Columbia University in the City of New York 4 7
Cornell University 15 30
Flatiron Institute 1 8
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center 1 2
New York University 4 4
Rochester Institute of Technology 4 12
Siena College 1 2
Simons Foundation Center for Computational 
Astrophysics 1 5
State University of New York at Fredonia 1 1
University of Rochester 2 2
Vassar College 2 6
Total – 13 Institutions 42 88
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Following Webb
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